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1.  This is based on my experience in Hall C, where I have 
written the runplan and supervised the commissioning for a 
number of inclusive experiments over the last decade.

2.  I will be soliciting feedback from the Hall A experts in 
the coming months.

Caveats and Notes:Caveats and Notes:
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'Nearly' online elastic cross sections'Nearly' online elastic cross sections

Precalculated acceptance 
has allowed nearly online 
analysis of Hall C elastic 
cross sections to ~3-4%

It would be ideal to have 
this capability for GMp.

→ Requires control of a number of systematics post commissioning.
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1.  Beam profile harp scans and raster checks.

2.  

3.  Horizontal beam and z target positions.

2.  Centering beam on target.

3.  Vertical beam position. 

4.  Current Calibrations.

5.  Target boiling / rate systematic checks.

6.  delta scans.

7.  Kinematic checks.

8.   'effective white spectrum' scans?

          SuggestedSuggested** commissioning studies  commissioning studies 
                        (note: based on my Hall C experience)(note: based on my Hall C experience)

* most already discussed in proposal
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Kinematic Calibrations:Kinematic Calibrations:  
single arm eP elasticsingle arm eP elastic

→ dW = W-Mp  =   E' dE/E
                                -E dE'/E' 
                               +
                    

For eP elastic scattering:

→  Fit elastic peak in W after correcting 
      for shift due to radiative effects.
→  find best fit dE', dE, dθ. 

*  These can be performed relatively 
quickly at low Q2 kinematics, but require 
range of beam energies.
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Additional kinematic checksAdditional kinematic checks

1.  eP coincidence (check missing momentum  in(out)-plane.
     (find kinematic offsets for both spectrometers consistent with single-arm)

2.  Nuclear elastics (e-d, e-12C), and excited states at low energy.

12C at 1.2 GeV:

θ = 10, 
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Vertical Beam Position

Vertical beam displacement
(from spectrometer optical axis)
Leads to apparent momentum shift

 → Can be identified from sieve slit 
X'tar shift for HMS.

  → center beam at beginning 
      of run. 

 

After offset correction
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Target and Beam Position Offsets

(from I. Albayrak)
 → In plane offset of beam 

relative to pivot (xbeam) 
can be separated from Ztar 
Offset by scanning of Ytar 
Shift versus

 → Spectrometer pointing 
Must be well understood..  
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Understanding of HMS pointing
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→  Shifts in HMS reconstructed Y
tar

 due uneven rails.

→  Shape of Y
tar

 offset correlates well with surveys vs  θ.
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Beam centering on target

Horizontal beam scan
allows determination of 
target center.

Tuna can
target

beam

→ Can also check edges of narrow dummy or carbon target.
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Current Calibrations 

2005 data, Simona Malace
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Target Boiling

→ E94-110 (1999) tuna can target boiling 2.4%

→ Beam current kept at 60 +/- 2 µA.

→ Better vertical flow improved design 
     => less boiling 

2007 (V. Mamyan)
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Separating Target Boiling from Unser offset

→  Solid targets provide test of boiling vs. absolute Unser offset.

→  Above Carbon luminosity scan best fit with unser offset of dI = 0.3 uA. 

2007 (V. Mamyan)
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Separating boiling from rate systematic

 Rate systematic can be identified by high rate 

vs. low rate luminosity scans.

 Best to do this with solid targets. 

 These have proved to be quite helpful in Hall  C.
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Fit from E99118 data (2000).
V. Tvaskis dissertation

Kinematic regions where 
cross section is relatively flat 
(and well known) provides for 
'effective white spectra' studies:

 → plot cross sections / model ratios 
versus dp/p for range of targets,
 momenta, and angles

 → Look for systematic in dp/p. 

Effective white spectra studies
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dp/p correction from white specta 

→ Known for 10+ years that dp/p reconstruction for HMS looks to 
be over-fitted.

→ Study with inclusive data/MC for wide range of kinematics and 
targets.

→  Systematics in cross section model average out over 

over many targets, beam energies, and angles.

    => Remaining differences versus dp/p are due to data/MC 
optics or acceptance. 
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 correction - 2

Fit from E99118 data (2000).
V. Tvaskis dissertation

Fit from E94110 data (1999)
E.C.

→ Data from 1999-2003 showed very consistent correction factor

→  Can be explained by small (< 4x10-4) over fitting of  reconstruction  MEs  
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Concluding Remarks

→  This was based on experience in Hall C... YMMV.

→  I would like to work on the commissioning ruplan.

→  Will be soliciting help from the Hall A experts in coming 
months to better understand what is relevant and particularly critical.

→  Would plan to convert existing Hall C inclusive analysis 
       Framework to provide near online cross section capability. 
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(Fictitious) HMS Dipole Saturation

→  presence of HMS dipole saturation correction in field setting 
program results in improper focusing => breaks mid-plane symmetry.

→  Effect can be modeled by adjusting corresponding dipole to quad 
Fields in MC and checking Y

tar
 vs Y'tar correlation.
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dp/p  correction from white specta 

→ Known for 10+ years that dp/p reconstruction for HMS looks to 
be over-fitted.
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 correction - 2
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